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Perturbative renormalization of a non-Abelian Chern-Simons gauge theory is examined. It is demon­
strated by explicit calculation that, in the pure Chern-Simons theory, the (3 function for the coefficient of 
the Chern-Simons term vanishes to three-loop order. Both dimensional regularization and regulariza­
tion by introducing a conventional Yang-Mills term in the action are used. It is shown that dimensional 
regularization is not gauge invariant at two loops. A variant of this procedure, similar to regularization 
by dimensional reduction used in supersymmetric field theories, is shown to obey the Slavnov-Taylor 
identity to two loops and gives no renormalization of the Chern-Simons term. Regularization with the 
Yang-Mills term yields a finite integer-valued renormalization of the coefficient of the Chern-Simons 
term at one loop, and we conjecture no renormalization at higher order. We also examine the renormal­
ization of Chern-Simons theory coupled to matter. We show that in the non-Abelian case the Chern- 
Simons gauge field as well as the matter fields require infinite renormalization at two loops and therefore 
obtain nontrivial anomalous dimensions. We show that the /? function for the gauge coupling constant is 
zero to two-loop order, consistent with the topological quantization condition for this constant.
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Two-loop analysis of non-Abelian Chern-Simons theory
I. INTRODUCTION
There has recently been much interest in topological 
quantum field theories. They are conjectured to have 
something to do with a high-temperature phase of quan­
tum gravity (or superstring theory). Also of particular 
mathematical interest are certain models defined in three 
spacetime dimensions, whose actions consist purely of ei­
ther (non-Abelian) gauge theory or gravitational Chern- 
Simons terms. These have been shown to have an inti­
mate connection with the classification theory of knots on 
three-dimensional spaces [1] and with integrable statisti­
cal mechanics models and rational conformal field 
theories in two dimensions [2].
Formally, Chern-Simons theory is a strictly renormal- 
izable quantum field theory and its perturbation expan­
sion contains logarithmic divergences. However, the to­
pological nature of the theory allows only trivial, finite 
renormalization of the Chern-Simons term itself. It is in­
teresting to verify whether this indeed happens in the 
context of renormalized perturbation theory.
There is a formal proof that the correlation functions 
of Wilson loop operators in Chern-Simons gauge theory 
are topological invariants [1]. Of particular interest is 
the possibility that the perturbative expansion of these 
correlation functions defines, order by order, new topo­
logical invariants of three-manifolds and also knot and 
link invariants [3]. A necessary condition for this is that
the theory is at least perturbatively finite. It is a further 
requirement that it is invariant under gauge transforma­
tions and diffeomorphisms.
In this paper we shall examine the perturbative struc­
ture of Chern-Simons theory. We shall show that a pure 
Chern-Simons theory is finite to two loops and that the f3 
function for the gauge coupling constant vanishes to at 
least three loops. A novel feature of our approach is the 
use of regularization by dimensional reduction. This reg­
ularization scheme renders the perturbation theory par­
ticularly simple and gauge invariant to at least three-loop 
order. A brief version of our result appeared in Refs. 
[4-6].
We shall also consider the renormalization of a theory 
where fermions and scalar matter fields couple to a 
Chern-Simons gauge theory. Since the matter field ac­
tions necessarily depend on the spacetime metric, this is 
no longer a topological field theory. Infinite renormaliza­
tion is necessary and the field operators acquire nontrivial 
anomalous dimensions. However, we shall show that the 
P  function for the gauge coupling constant vanishes to 
two-loop order [6], This result is consistent with the to­
pological quantization condition for the gauge coupling 
constant. When the gauge coupling is the only interac­
tion and the matter is massless, the matter-coupled 
Chern-Simons theory can be regarded as a three­
dimensional conformal field theory.
We shall devote the first part of this paper to the renor-
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malization of pure Chern-Simons theory where the Eu­
clidean action consists of the three-form
c^s — 477 f
tr A A d A + j A  A A A A (1.1)
Here the anti-Hermitian generators of the Lie algebra are 
normalized so that
t r( T aT b) = - j 8 ab (1.2 )
and the gauge field is a Lie algebra-valued one-form
A = A aT a . (1.3)
Under the gauge transformation
A —►£“ ’( A + d ) g  (1.4)
the integrand in (1.1) transforms like a closed form
S I,cs — _  lK f  47T
d i g  ldg A A )
+  j * - ld g A g  ]d g A g  xdg (1.5)
The first term in the transformation is globally exact if A 
obeys suitable boundary conditions and the last term is 
an integer representing a winding number of the map­
ping, g (x ), of the spacetime manifold onto the gauge 
group [7]. For any semisimple Lie group,
n0(g)=ri3(G)=z , (1.6 )
where S denotes the local gauge group based on the Lie 
group G. The gauge transform of the action is therefore 
a constant proportional to this integer:
8/ cs ~ 2 m K X  integer . (1.7)
To quantize this theory there are several issues which 
must be addressed. The first is gauge invariance. We 
consider the path-integral representation of the Euclidean 
partition function:
Z =  f  [d A ]exp( —/ c s [ 4^ ]) . ( 1.8 )
The integrand of this formal expression is only gauge in­
variant under large gauge transformations (1.7) if the 
constant k is an integer. This is the well-known quantiza­
tion condition of the topological mass term [8,7] of a to­
pologically massive non-Abelian gauge theory in three di­
mensions [7]. In order to do perturbative computations, 
it is also necessary to fix a gauge.
A second issue is ultraviolet regularization [7,9,4]. 
First of all, unlike a conventional field theory, the in­
tegrand in (1.8) is an oscillating function of A even in Eu­
clidean space. Thus, even there we do not get a well- 
defined path integral with a convex Gaussian measure. 
Also, (1.1) describes a nonlinear field theory but contains 
no dimensional parameters. Its perturbative expansion is 
therefore strictly renormalizable and it is necessary to 
define perturbative calculations with a cutoff. It is also 
necessary to examine the question of renormalization of 
the parameters, terms in the effective action, etc.
Perturbatively (1.1) is the simplest gauge theory we 
know of. In the Landau gauge (see below), aside from the 
usual Faddeev-Popov ghosts it has the antisymmetric 
gluon propagator
?ab 6 ^ - P
and an antisymmetric three-gluon vertex
(1.9)
(1.10)
These are much more elementary in form than their 
counterparts in QCD for example.
In fact in an axial gauge, nflA fl= 0 ,  the theory is 
trivial—the ghosts decouple and the interaction term is 
zero. The gauge constraint is nonlinear but this is not 
seen perturbatively. The action is (if = 6 0^)
iK
47T
( 1 . 11 )
Perturbatively this gives the naive expectation that the 
theory is trivial—there are no interactions and the 
effective action is identical to the bare action. However, 
the apparent triviality of the theory is naive in that the 
transformation to an axial gauge is not a gauge transfor­
mation under which the Chern-Simons term is invariant. 
It cannot be done on a compact space without introduc­
ing singularities in the gauge connection A.  On an open 
space it has nontrivial behavior at infinity and the change 
in the Chern-Simons term in (1.5) is not proportional to a 
correctly quantized integer. Therefore the theories de­
scribed by (1.1) and (1.11) are not identical. However, 
their perturbative structure must be very similar.
Although the above statements about triviality of the 
Chern-Simons theory are naive, in a slightly modified 
form they are likely true. This is a result of a large sym­
metry of (1.1)—difFeomorphism invariance. The in­
tegrand in the action is a three-form. A three-form can 
be written down without reference to any metric—so (1.1) 
is invariant under any local deformation of the metric of 
the spacetime manifold. If this symmetry survives at the 
quantum level the only terms which could possibly ap­
pear in the effective action are those which are covariant 
under general coordinate transformations and which also 
do not depend on the metric. This means that the 
effective action is necessarily also a local three-form con­
taining the operators A A d  A and A A A A A.  Further­
more the relative coefficient of these two terms is fixed by 
the requirement of local gauge invariance—the Chern- 
Simons term is gauge invariant only if the two terms 
occur with the same relative coefficient as in (1.1).
This means that if the symmetries of the theory under 
both local gauge transformations and arbitrary variations 
of the spacetime metric survive after quantization the 
only quantity in (1.1) which can change under renormal­
ization is the overall coefficient. Furthermore, if invari­
ance under large gauge transformations (1.7) remains a 
symmetry it must change in such a way that k remains an 
integer.
It is impossible to fix a covariant gauge in this model 
without introducing a metric. It is furthermore impossi-
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ble to regulate ultraviolet divergences without a 
metric—i.e., using any cutoff implies use of a distance 
scale which only makes sense when there is a metric. 
Thus the precise definition of the field theory in (1.8) re­
quires a metric. The diffeomorphism invariance of the re­
normalized theory would imply that the dynamics at 
momentum scales much smaller than the ultraviolet 
cutoff are independent of the metric.
Of course, it is possible that radiative corrections gen­
erate gauge-field-independent but metric-dependent terms 
in the effective action, an example being the gravitational 
Chern-Simons term itself [1]. If these terms are local 
they can be canceled by adding local counterterms which 
depend only on the metric.
If there were a diffeomorphism anomaly, we also could 
not exclude the possibility of generating finite nonlocal 
terms in the effective action which would depend on the 
metric. An example is the term
1 (1.12)I MV V d xd 1
If there were also a gauge anomaly, more possibilities 
would appear.
In this paper we shall use renormalized perturbation 
theory to examine whether it is in fact true that the gauge 
and diffeomorphism symmetries survive quantization. 
We shall find that, as is usual in a gauge field theory, the 
answer to this question depends on the regularization 
scheme used. We shall discover that, even though this 
theory is power-counting strictly renormalizable, the an­
tisymmetric tensor structure of the vertices and gluon 
propagator renders it superrenormalizable. That is, we 
shall argue that once the tensor structure is taken into ac­
count and after suitable regularization there are only a 
finite number of primitively divergent Feynman dia­
grams.
We shall examine three types of regularization. The 
first introduces a Yang-Mills term
J y m =  f  ~ ~ t r (1.13)
to the action. The coupling constant e 2 is dimensional 
and acts as an ultraviolet cutoff. This makes the model 
power-counting superrenormalizable at the expense of 
complicating the Feynman rules. There are only a finite 
number of divergent Feynman diagrams which must be 
regulated by independent means. We shall discuss 
several ways of doing this. We shall find that with this 
regularization there is a finite, correctly quantized one- 
loop correction to the overall coefficient of the Chern- 
Simons action:
C 2(G)
-k -I-------—  sgn(/c) (1.14)
where C2(G) is the value of quadratic Casimir operator 
of G in the adjoint representation. This correction has 
been computed before [9] and in particular Witten has 
derived it in a nonperturbative calculation of the phase of 
the determinant of the covariance in the quadratic ap­
proximation to the action [1], The dependence of the 
shift of k  in (1.14) on the sign of k  was not noticed in pre­
vious literature. It is in fact necessary for covariance of
the theory under orientation-reversing isometrics of the 
manifold on which it is defined. Even though the Chern- 
Simons term (1.1) does not depend on the spacetime 
metric it changes sign under a coordinate transformation 
which reverses the orientation of the spacetime manifold. 
Thus, if the manifold has an orientation-reversing 
isometry the partition function (1.8) does not depend on 
the sign of k . The appearance of sgn(/c) in (1.14) guaran­
tees that in the effective action one can compensate the 
sign reversal of the Chern-Simons term by reversing the 
sign of k . Equation (1.14) is a result of our explicit calcu­
lation and implies that the magnitude of k  increases.
We then consider dimensional regularization. It has 
the advantage that it does not complicate the Feynman 
rules and higher orders in perturbation theory are more 
accessible. We shall show that it gives a perfectly con­
sistent gauge-invariant regularization of the theory at 
one-loop level. However it fails to satisfy the Slavnov- 
Taylor identity at two loops. We attribute this to a 
difficulty in the dimensional continuation of the antisym­
metric tensor e k.
Finally we consider renormalization by dimensional 
reduction [4]. This is similar to the dimensional con­
tinuation used to regulate supersymmetric field theories 
[10]. The tensor algebra is performed in three dimensions 
to obtain scalar integrands and then the dimension of the 
integrations are analytically continued. This procedure is 
shown to satisfy the Slavnov-Taylor identities and there­
fore preserves the symmetries of pure Chern-Simons 
theory to at least three loops. We conjecture that with 
this regularization scheme there is no renormalization to 
all orders in perturbation theory; i.e., in line with our 
naive axial gauge expectation the theory turns out to be 
perturbatively trivial in this regularization.
In many physical applications of Chern-Simons theory 
the Chern-Simons gauge fields couple to either scalar or 
fermionic matter fields. This coupling is used as a way of 
implementing fractional statistics [11] of the matter 
fields, both in the Abelian case [12] and more recently the 
non-Abelian case [13]. The picture of the quantum Hall 
system is an incompressible fluid whose low-energy dy­
namics are described by an Abelian [14,15] or non- 
Abelian [16] Chern-Simons theory, the quasiparticles 
have a finite energy gap and the low-energy limit o f the 
theory, i.e., the effective action for excitations far below 
the energy gap could well be a physical realization of a 
topological field theory. In a finite-size system the sur­
face states would be described by a conformal field theory 
[17]. Abelian Chern-Simons theory is also used to de­
scribe anyon superconductivity [18].
Matter-coupled Chern-Simons theories necessarily in­
volve a space-time metric and are therefore not 
diffeomorphism invariant. In general, unlike pure 
Chern-Simons theory, the matter-coupled theories are 
not exactly solvable and it is necessary to resort to per­
turbative and semiclassical approximations to explore 
their structure. However, in certain cases, such as the 
models with massless matter minimally coupling to 
Chern-Simons fields, in which there are no dimensional 
parameters, the classical actions have a smaller 
symmetry— scale and conformal invariance. An interest­
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ing question is whether this symmetry survives after 
quantization. If the answer is yes, these massless theories 
might be at least partially solvable [19].
Experience with quantization of renormalizable field 
theories indicates that it is likely that both the fields and 
the gauge coupling constants obtain infinite renormaliza­
tions. Conjectures have been made in the literature about 
a possible renormalization group flow [20] for the statis­
tics parameter (which contains the gauge coupling con­
stant) in a matter-coupled Abelian Chern-Simons theory. 
However, it is by now well established that in Abelian 
Chern-Simons theory, when the matter has a mass gap 
the statistics parameter obtains only finite renormaliza­
tion at one loop [21-23] and has no renormalization at all 
from higher loops [24,23]. When the matter is massless 
the Chern-Simons term has finite renormalization from 
two loops and beyond [23]. This has been demonstrated 
by explicit calculations for various kinds of matter fields 
[23,25-27]. Higher-order corrections are expected. 
Finiteness of the renormalization of the Abelian Chern- 
Simons term implies that both the anomalous dimension 
of the Abelian gauge field and the /? function for the 
gauge coupling must vanish. On the other hand, as we 
shall see in this paper, matter fields coupled to Abelian 
Chern-Simons theory need infinite wave function renor­
malizations and therefore acquire nontrivial anomalous 
dimensions at two loops. For the Abelian theory, similar 
conclusions have recently been reached by [28].
In this paper we shall present details of a systematic 
two-loop investigation of the massless and massive 
matter-coupled non-Abelian Chern-Simons theories. We 
shall find that, in contrast with the Abelian case, both the 
matter and the non-Abelian gauge fields need infinite re­
normalization and obtain nonzero anomalous dimensions 
at two loops. However, the two-loop (3 functions for the 
gauge couplings are shown to vanish due to a delicate 
cancellation between the renormalization constants. As a 
direct consequence, the coupling constants do not run 
and these theories are scale independent. Since the calcu­
lations and the results involve only the divergent renor­
malization parts, they are independent of regularization 
schemes, and are valid for the massive matter-coupled 
Chern-Simons theories as well. Furthermore, for the 
massless theories, the classical Callan-Symanzik equa­
tions are modified merely by the anomalous dimensions, 
and then the conformal and scale invariance survives 
quantization to two-loop order.
In Sec. II we discuss the general structure of the renor­
malization of pure Chern-Simons theory, establish the 
notation, and discuss Slavnov-Taylor identities. In Sec. 
I ll we examine its one-loop structure. In Sec. IV we give 
details of two-loop renormalization of the pure Chern- 
Simons theory. In Sec. V we include the effects of matter 
fields to two-loop order. Section VI contains a discussion 
of the results.
II. PURE CHERN-SIMONS THEORY: 
SLAVNOV-TAYLOR IDENTITIES, POW ER COUNTING, 
AND RENORMALIZATION CONSTANTS
In order to do perturbation theory we must fix the 
gauge. We shall use a linear covariant gauge
dflA /J= 0  (2.1)
as this sort of gauge condition can be realized on a com­
pact space. This requires introducing Faddeev-Popov 
ghosts through the standard procedure. The ghost action 
is
Ig= J  t r&cD ^c-U w A ^)2 (2.2)
with
^ = a ^ + [ ^ „ ,  ] ,  (2.3)
c = c aT° . (2.4)
It gives rise to the Feynman rules
for the ghost propagator, and
i f abcP„ (2.6)
for the ghost-ghost-gluon vertex as usual. For each ghost 
loop, a minus sign will be added to the Feynman integral. 
In this work, the Landau gauge a  =  0 is used exclusively.
Now we consider the ultraviolet behavior of the 
theory. Since the three- and higher-point functions are 
ultraviolet convergent, we concentrate on the self­
energies. With the propagators and vertices in Eqs. (1.9), 
(1.10), (2.5), and (2.6), naive power counting shows that 
both the gauge field and ghost self-energies are linearly 
divergent. However, more careful study will show that it 
is not the case [29].
First of all, the ghost self-energy diagrams with an odd 
number of loops are identically zero and the ones with an 
even number of loops are potentially logarithmically 
divergent. The reasons are the following: Any ghost 
self-energy diagram with an odd number of loops con­
tains an odd number of antisymmetric e tensors, so that 
after index contractions, one and only one of them 
remains. Further, by the tensor structure, the three 
Lorentz indices of the remaining e tensor must be con­
tracted with momenta. However, there is only one exter­
nal momentum in the self-energy diagram so that the 
contraction gives zero. On the other hand, the diagrams 
with even numbers of loops contain an even number of e 
tensors. The contractions among the Lorentz indices will 
exhaust all e tensors so that they have normal contribu­
tions to the ghost self-energy, which takes the form of 
I l (p)p2. Consequently, Il(p) and therefore the ghost 
self-energy is potentially logarithmically divergent.
Second, the gluon self-energy has dimension one. 
However, the local Euclidean invariant linearly divergent 
tensor A8/lv8“* is not allowed by gauge symmetry. The 
allowed tensor structure is
n e(p)(6^ 2- p ^ v) +  n 0(/?)eMV; X  . (2.7)
Once the projection operators ^!ivp 2~ p flp v and 
are extracted, the Feynman integrals contributing to 
Ile(p) are finite and those to l i 0(p) are potentially loga­
rithmically divergent [30]. Moreover, the diagrams with
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even num bers o f loops con ta in  odd  num bers o f € tensors 
and  th u s con tribu te  only to  \ \ 0(p). D iagram s w ith  odd 
num bers o f loops con ta in  even num bers o f e tensors and 
co n trib u te  only to  ne(/>). T hus we see th a t one loop and 
all odd  num bers o f loops are actually  convergent and 
m ight give co rrec tions only to  the  sym m etric p a r t o f the 
gluon self-energy. H ow ever, we should  be aw are th a t any 
nonzero  con tribu tion  to  rif(p) would reflect a 
difFeomorphism anom aly  since it im plies the  quantized 
theory  is not independent o f spacetim e m etric any m ore. 
O n the  o ther hand , th e  logarithm ic divergences m ay ap ­
pear only in even num bers o f loops.
As a regu la to r one m ay add a Y ang-M ills te rm  (1.13) 
to  the  C hern-S im ons action  (1.1). T hen  the  bare gluon 
p ropaga to r (1.9) is replaced by
______________________________________________ I
V - P  )= ^ y {p 2+fl2) k + ^ y  -PpPv) (2 .8 )
and the  three-gluon vertex (1 . 10) by
- q ) ^ vl~(q - p ) ^ v- ( p  ~r)  A ,J
(2.9)
w here the  dim ensional param ete r fi =  k / 4 n e 2 is the to p o ­
logical m ass o f the gluon [7] and here plays th e  role o f a 
cutoff to  be taken  to  infinity a t the  end o f  the calculation. 
This regularization  also in troduces a new  in teraction—  
the four-gluon vertex
J L _  JL [ / o t e / « te ( g ^ g w  _  g ^ S v X  ) + f cbef a d e (  g ^ g w  _  ) + f d»ef cae( g ^ g ^  _  g ^ g ^ ) ]  .  ( 2 . 1 0 )
W ith finite /i the theory  is pow er-counting superrenor- 
m alizable. O nly a finite num ber o f d iagram s are po ten ­
tially  u ltrav io let divergent. M oreover, the  new  F eynm an 
rules have a m ore com plicated  tensor structu re ; th e re ­
fore, they give rise to  m ore diagram s.
Since th e  tensor stru c tu re  o f  the p ropaga to rs and ver­
tices is a ltered  in  th is  renorm aliza tion  schem e, the naive 
pow er-counting argum ents given above are no t stric tly  
co rrec t. H ow ever, we still believe th a t they should  apply 
to  the  d ivergent parts  o f th e  quan tum  corrections. It 
does no t necessarily apply  to  finite parts  and, as we shall 
see in the  next section, th e  coefficient o f  th e  C hern- 
Sim ons te rm  is renorm alized  by a finite am ount a t one 
loop in  th is regu larization  scheme.
In  general the  pertu rbative  expansions o f th ree­
dim ensional Q E D  (Q E D 3) and  Q C D 3 have in frared  d iver­
gences. H ow ever, three-dim ensional C hern-Sim ons 
gauge theories are in frared  finite (at least) in the L andau  
gauge. T he essential reason is th a t the gluon o r  pho ton  
p ro p ag a to r [see (1.9)] behaves like p  _1, instead o f p ~ 2, as 
p  —>0. This p roperty  m akes the  p ropaga to r integrable at 
sm all m om enta in  th ree  dim ensions. W ith  the  F 2 regu­
la rization  the theo ry  looks like a m assive gauge field 
theory , w hich has been show n to  be free o f in frared  diver­
gences [7,9].
In  add ition  to  F 2 regu lariza tion  one m ay use regulari­
zation  by dim ensional con tinuation . N am ely one dim en­
sionally continues the  loop-m om entum  integrals to 
non in teg ral dim ensions to  m ake them  convergent. The 
advantage o f w orking w ith  th is regu lariza tion  is th a t one 
does no t need to  com plicate th e  Feynm an rules at all and 
higher o rders in p ertu rb a tio n  theory  are m ore accessible. 
H ow ever, it is difficult to  d im ensionally  continue the 
three-index e sym bol appearing  in the  C hern-S im ons ac­
tion.
Technically , w hat is needed is a  ru le for con trac ting  in ­
dices o f the  e tensors w hen ex tracting  ex ternal tensor 
s tru c tu res  from  a Feynm an in tegral o r perform ing tensor 
con trac tions to  ob ta in  scalar in tegrands. O ur procedure 
is to  first perform  all tensor con tractions to  ob ta in  scalar
integrands. T hen  we define the singularity  o f u ltraviolet 
divergent integrals using dim ensional continuation .
B ut w hen con tracting  th e  tensor indices o f the 8/lv ob­
ta ined  from  th e  con traction  o f  tw o e sym bols, logically 
there are still tw o possible choices: Is it in the continued 
dim ensions &> =  3 — e o r  in the  physical dim ensions D  = 3 ?  
In  the first case the con tractions are done in <u =  3 —e d i­
m ensions: e.g.,
eMt77)£ ^ = ( 8 ^ - S ^ ) n « - l )  , 
8  Z = e> .
(2 . 11)
(2 . 12)
A nother possibility is perform ing the tensor algebra in 
the s tric t th ree  dim ensions, i.e.,
fc/zc777fc ' ° ( j  rj u a  i j '  9 (2.13)
8^ =  3 . (2.14)
W e shall call the  first choice d im ensional regularization  
and  th e  second regulariza tion  by dim ensional reduction . 
T he two choices do no t m ake any difference in the  pole 
term s in co — 3, but m ay lead to  different finite parts. A 
priori it is unclear w hich choice should  be used; also it is 
unclear w hether e ither o f them  m ain ta ins gauge invari­
ance. W e shall show below by explicit calculations th a t 
dim ensional reduction  leads to  gauge-invariant results in 
pu re  C hern-Sim ons theory  a t least to  th ree  loops and in 
m atter-coupled  C hern-Sim ons theory  a t least to  two 
loops, bu t dim ensional regu larization  violates the 
S lavnov-Taylor identities satisfied by renorm alization  
constan ts in pu re  C hern-Sim ons theory  at tw o loops.
Now let us define relevant renorm alization  constan ts 
and establish the Slavnov-Taylor identities am ong them . 
W ith  the  F 2 regu larization , the  inverse gluon p ropagato r 
is
6abA ' llp) = 8ai
4w Z A(p)euV}I>
+ Z'A( p ) ( % y - Pflp v) (2.15)





(2.17)z'A( p ) = - z ' ; ( p ) = - [ i + n eip)].fl /x
[W hen regularization  by dim ensional con tinuation  is 
used, Z'A( p ) will be identified to  I Ie(p), w hich has the d i­









Z A( p )
Z'a (p )
-PaPv (2.18)
Sim ilarly, the full three-g luon  vertex is
i ± n H = ± f abC\ ^ P ^ r ) e47T 47T fivk
— Zg(p ,q ,r )
X [ { r - q ) ^ 8 vk+  c .p . ] +
(2.19)
(2 . 20) 
(2 . 21 )
where
Z g( p , q , r ) = \  +  Tg(p,q,r)  ,
Z'g( p , q , r ) = ^ [ \  +  T'g(p,q,r)] .
(As above, if  regu lariza tion  by d im ensional con tinuation  
is used, Z'g is identified w ith  T'g .) T o  identify th e  gluon 
wave function  and  the th ree-g luon  vertex renorm alization  
functions from  Z A(p), Z'A(p), Z g(p),  and Z'g(p), we need 
to  first rem ove the  regu lariza tion  cutoff f i —* oo. Suppose 
Z A(p) and Z g(p)  are convergent in th is  lim it. As we 









r j £ W a*Z,(p,*,r)C/lvJL
(2 . 2 2 )
(2.23)
It shows th a t th e  renorm aliza tion  functions are Z A(p) 
and  Z g(p,q,r).  W hen regu lariza tion  by d im ensional con­
tinua tion  is used, n e and  T ’g are convergent. B ut any 
nonzero  con tribu tion  to  them  w ould im ply the  space­
tim e-m etric dependence o f th e  quantized  theory  and 
therefo re an  anom aly  o f the  diffeom orphism  invariance. 
W e shall find th a t ITC and  T'g get null con tribu tions in the 
d im ensional reduction  regu lariza tion  schem e up to  two 
loops.
T he renorm alized ghost p ropaga to r and  the c A c  vertex 
are







' r f ':(p,q,r)  =  i f abcZ g(p,q, r)pk , 
Z. ( p , q , r ) = \  +  T(p,q , r)  .
(2.26)
(2.27)
A n im p o rtan t fact we shall see in the next sections is 
th a t these renorm alization  functions are in fact finite con­
stants, i.e., they are independent o f bo th  cutoff and ex ter­
nal m om enta:
Z A(p) =  Z A , Z g(p,q,r)  =  Z g , and so on . (2.28)
This m eans the theory  has a t m ost a finite renorm aliza­
tion , w hich needs no choice o f  a renorm alization  point. 
As a result, the Slavnov-Taylor iden tity  am ong these re­





(2.29) reflects the invariance under “ sm all” gauge tran s­
form ations and  will provide a consistency check o f the 
regularization  m ethods in  the  next sections.
W ith  th e  renorm alization  constan ts Z A and  Z g, the 




l K r r
= - v / ,r
Z a A A d A + f Z  A A A A A
A r A d A r +  Jj A r A A r A A r
w here we have defined th e  renorm alized  field A r, 
Z„
A = - A ,
and the renorm alized C hern-S im ons coefficient Kr, 





M oreover, the invariance under large gauge tran sfo r­
m ations requires the  renorm alized  C hern-Sim ons 
coefficient, like the bare one, to  be quantized:
Kr =  in teger . (2.34)
W e shall check in the  next sections w hether the th ree  reg­
u larization  schem es we are considering preserve the 
quan tiza tion  condition  (2.34).
III. ONE-LOOP STRUCTURE OF 
PURE CHERN-SIM ONS THEORY
A. F 1 regularization
A n im p o rtan t one-loop result ob ta ined  w ith the F 2 reg­
u larization  is a finite renorm alization  o f the coefficient o f 
the C hern-S im ons action  by an integer, 
Kr = /c + y C 2(G)sgn(K’). T hus the  renorm alized coefficient 
K r satisfies the topological quan tiza tion  condition  (2.34). 
This shift can  also be ob tained using Pauli-V illars regu­
larization  [31]. W e shall find in the  next subsection th is
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shift o f  k is absent w hen we use regu lariza tion  by dim en­
sional continuation .
F 2 regu larization  is m ore effective a t m aking higher- 
o rder d iagram s convergent, as show n by naive pow er 
counting. H ow ever, the Y ang-M ills te rm  regulates only a 
p a r t of, b u t no t all, th e  divergences in the  one-loop d ia­
gram s. T herefore a com plem ent is requ ired  a t th is level. 
W e shall use regularization  by d im ensional con tinuation  
w hen necessary. W e shall find th a t a t one loop we need 
to  use dim ensional regu lariza tion  for in tegrals w hich con­
ta in  no e tensors.
O ne-loop renorm aliza tion  o f topologically m assive 
gauge theories has been discussed in previous litera tu re  
[7,9,32]. H ere we shall review the  one-loop s tru c tu re  of 
these theories as a  F 2 regu larization  o f C hern-Sim ons 
theory . T he la tte r is recovered in  the  lim it as the cutoff fi 
goes to  infinity. A  new aspect o f  our discussion is the  a p ­
pearance o f  “ sgn(/c)” in th is sh ift o f k .
L et us consider the  one-loop d iagram s in  Fig. 1. U sing 
F 2 regularization , the  Feynm an rules are the altered  ones 
(2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) w ith (2.5) and  (2.6). F irs t we calcu­
late the  ghost self-energy. T he d iagram  Fig. 1(d) is
— 11 \ 4"7t ^ *2 (G) r
n < : — f
2 _ 2
2 P
d k  ( k-p)  —k p 
(27T-)3 k 2( k + p ) 2( k 2+ n 2)
(3.1)
w here we have used the  convention for gauge group  in ­
dices:
w -I* , C 2 <G>j a a c j d c b — ^a b  A_______ (3.2)
T he in tegral in (3.1) is finite w ith  the  leading te rm  p ro ­
portiona l to  l / | / i | .  E valuating  it then  le tting  /lx go to  oo, 
we get
n(1V = nm(0 )=- 2 Cj ( G)
3/c 2
sgn(K-) . (3.3)
T hen  we have the  one-loop ghost wave function  ren o r­
m alization  constan t
2 C 2(G)
Z %  =  \ - —  — —  sgn(/c) . (3.4)
By the  sym m etries, the  gluon self-energy n j/J lp )  can be 
separated  as
(3.5)
n j, (p) yields con tribu tion  from  the  p a rt o f  th e  gluon 
loop, Fig. 1(a), w hich has odd num ber o f e tensors. 
FIj1 Hp) obtains con tribu tions from  the ghost loop, Fig. 
1(b), the tadpole, Fig. 1(c), and the  p a r t o f  Fig. 1(a) w ith 
even num ber o f  e tensors. C on tracting  w ith
k /A i r e ^ p ' - / 2 p 2 and  /x6;lv/ 2p 2, we ob ta in  n|,1:i(/>) and
n<u(/>>:
n‘ 4ir C 2(G) r d  k  [k p  — (k-p)2][5k2 +  5(k-p ) +  4p +  2fi 
(2ir)3 k 2( k + p ) 2{ k 2+f i 2) [ ( k + p ) 2+ n 2]
C 2(G) r d 3k
n<u ( p ) = — h - M  f  d k
8p 1 ( 2  tt?
N e(p,k)







FIG. 1. One-loop diagrams in pure Chern-Simons theory (solid line— gluon; dashed line— ghost): (a)-(c) gluon self-energy, (d) 
ghost self-energy, (e)-(g) three-gluon vertex, (h),(i) ghost-gluon vertex.
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w here
N e{p,k)  =  6 k (,+  l & k \ k - p )  +  20k*p 2 +  2 2 k 2( k - p ) p 2- \ 2 ( k - p ) 3 +  9 k 2p 4 
- 7 ( k - p ) 2p 2+ i j 1[ 2 k 4 +  4 k 2(k-p)  +  k 2p 2 +  ( k - p ) 2] . (3.8)
T he in tegration  o f (3.7) is convergent. D oing it then  ta k ­
ing f i —* o o , we have
7 C 2(G)
3 k  2
n” >(/»)=n‘,1,(0 )=- -sgnU ) . (3.9)
The in teg ration  o f (3.8) is pow er-counting linearly d iver­
gent. B ut the divergence belongs to  the  kind th a t violates 
the gauge invariance. T herefore any regularizations 
w hich preserve the gauge sym m etry, such as regu la riza­
tion by d im ensional con tinuation , will rem ove it. The 
calculation  fu rth e r indicates th a t w hen /x—* oo, (3.8) is 
finite. This verifies the argum en t in the last section th a t 
the  (one-loop) gluon wave function  renorm aliza tion  con­
It is given bystan t is Z
z '1)=i + n'1)=i + 7 C2(G) 
3/f 2 ~
sgn(/c) (3.10)
N ow  let us proceed to  show th a t the net result o f  one- 
loop corrections to  the c A c  vertex vanishes as jit-^-co: 
T he one-e te rm  of Fig. 1 (i) cancels against the  three-e 
te rm  o f Fig. 1(h); the  one-e term  o f Fig. 1(h) goes to  zero; 
the non-e te rm s in the  tw o d iagram s cancel each o ther. 
T his is in agreem ent w ith  the  general argum ents th a t [33] 
to  any o rd er the c A c  vertex renorm alization  constan t is 
always
Z ^ = l  . (3.11)
To get the one-loop three-gluon vertex renorm alization  
constan t, an easy way is to  exploit the  Slavnov-Taylor 
iden tity  (2.29). Substitu ting  (3.4), (3.10), and (3.11) into 
(2.29), we obtain
r ( l )  = r ( 1 ) - 3 C2(G)'■ 1 H--------------- sgn(/c) (3.12)
w here we have used the  assum ption th a t k is large
enough so th a t the pertu rbative  expansion m akes sense. 
T he d irect ca lculation  o f d iagram s 1(e), 1(0, and 1(g) 
gives the  sam e result.
S ubstitu ting  the renorm aliza tion  constan ts Z {} ] and 
Z ” 1 in (2.33), we have
.-/c=K +  y C 2(G)sgn(»c) .K(1)
( z y 1) 3
(Z,(1) \2
(3.13)
It im plies th a t the renorm alized C hern-Sim ons coefficient 
satisfies the topological quan tiza tion  condition  if  the  bare 
one does. T h a t is, quan tiza tion  preserves the large gauge 
invariance at one loop.
B. Regularization by dimensional continuation
U sing regularization  by dim ensional con tinuation , we 
have the sim pler F eynm an rules, (1.9), (1.10), (2.5), and 
(2.6). F u rth e r, the diagram s w ith  four-poin t vertex in 
Fig. 1 do not appear. L et us do a ten so r-struc tu re  
analysis first. It is easy to  see th a t the ghost self-energy 
d iagram  Fig. 1(d) is zero because o f the e tensor.
T he gluon self-energy, Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), has zero  con­
tribu tion  to  n 0 bu t m ight con tribu te  to  n e. F o r th e  same 
reason, the three-gluon vertex Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) do not 
con tribu te  to  the antisym m etric  p a rt Tg of the three- 
gluon vertex, bu t could con tribu te  to  its sym m etric p a rt 
Tgi on the o ther hand , being diagram s w ith odd num ber 
of e tensors, the cA c  vertex d iagram s 1(h) and l(i) m ight 
develop antisym m etric  parts . A ll o f these parts, if non ­
vanishing, w ould give rise to  vertices in the effective ac­
tion  w hich violate the  diffeom orphism  invariance o f the 
theory .
H ow ever, we find th a t the  contribu tions to  the gluon 
self-energy, the  three-gluon vertex, and the  c A c  vertex, 
respectively, are all canceled pairwise:
Fig. l(b )  = 
Fig. l( i)  = 
F ig. 1(f) =
: —Fig. 1 (a ) =  -
, C 2{G) . 
-bab— ------A 3 ' S
- F i g .  l(h )  =  i —  T abc fis J
d  k
d mk  (k + p ) /ik v +  k fl( k + p ) v 
[2 t tY  k 2( k + p ) 2 
k xeaVTr ° q V
-Fig. l(e )  =  / r abcA 3' f
(2ir)3 k 2(k + q ) 2(k  - r)2 ’
- r ) ^ k  + q ) yk k + ( k  + q ) llk v(k  - r ) k




w here T abc= f ^ f d b g j g c e  and r + p  + q  = 0
T hus, w ith  dim ensional regularization  a t one loop 
there is no renorm aliza tion  to  the  C hern-S im ons action, 
i.e.,
Z iAl) =  Z % = Z {g1) =  Z {" =  1 (3.17)
and no con tribu tion  to  the finite p a rt o f  all o th e r vertices.
IV. TWO-LOOP STRUCTURE OF 
PURE CHERN-SIMONS THEORY
In th is section we shall use bo th  the  dim ensional regu­
la rization  and the d im ensional reduction  to  com pute the 
tw o-loop diagram s o f Fig. 2. W e shall find th a t the d i­
m ensional regularization  fails to  obey the S lavnov-Taylor
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FIG. 2. Two-loop diagrams in pure Chern-Simons theory (solid line— gluon; dashed line— ghost): (a)-(f) gluon self-energy, 
(g)-(k) ghost self-energy, (i)-(N) planar three-gluon vertex, (o)-(T) planar ghost-gluon vertex, (u)-(w) nonplanar three-gluon vertex, 
(x)-(z) nonplanar ghost-gluon vertex. Note that diagrams labeled by corresponding small and capital letters pairwise cancel against 
each other.
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identity  and therefore breaks the gauge sym m etry, while 
the dim ensional reduction  preserves the gauge invariance 
and gives no renorm aliza tion  o f the C hern-Sim ons action.
C on tra ry  to  the  case a t one loop, the tw o-loop gluon 
self-energy and three-gluon vertex diagram s are an tisym ­
m etric  under exchange o f L oren tz  indices. T herefore it is 
possible th a t tw o-loop corrections renorm alize the 
C hern-Sim ons action. Also, the tw o-loop ghost self­
energy and cAc  vertex d iagram s contain  even num ber of 
e tensors so th a t they m ight renorm alize the gauge-fixing 
action. C onsequently , at th is o rder w hat we need to  find 
is the possible leading corrections to  the renorm alization  
constan ts Z A, Z g , Z gh, and  Z g .
To sta rt, let us argue th a t the th ree-poin t vertices van­
ish identically  at th is o rder, nam ely
r ( 2 ) - (2 ) —
1 . (4.1)
W e shall discuss separately the nonp lanar and th e  p lanar 
three-legged diagram s.
F irst o f all, th e  nonp lanar diagram s in Fig. 2 vanish in­
dividually  because o f the sym m etry  o f th e  group indices. 
To explain th is po in t, choose one such d iagram  and  cu t 
any one o f  its two crossing in te rna l p ropagators. In  this 
way, we get a one-loop four-poin t vertex w hich connects 
w ith a bare th ree-poin t vertex th ro u g h  a propagato r. The 
group  factor o f the  one-loop four-po in t vertex takes the 
form  of T abcd= f eagf gbhf hcif ide. It is easy to  check th a t 
jabcd -s Sym m et r ic under the exchange of tw o indices 
w hich are not neighbors, i.e., T abcd= T adcb= T cbad. On 
the o ther hand , a bare th ree-poin t vertex carries a group 
factor, the stru c tu re  constan t f abc, w hich is an tisym ­
m etric  under the exchange o f any tw o indices. By the 
stru c tu re  of the  d iagram s, the to ta l group fac to r for a 
nonp lanar three-legged d iagram  is N abc= t r j l“jcdf bJd_ 
T he con trac tion  in the group  indices gives zero; th e re ­
fore, the  nonp lanar d iagram  vanishes.
Second, all p lanar (three-legged) diagram s cancel in 
pairs. T he cancellations occur as a result o f th e  cancella­
tions at one loop. To see th is clearly, we label the  p lanar 
three-legged diagram s in Fig. 2 th a t are canceled in  pair 
by the same le tte r in low er and upper cases, such as (/) 
and (L), (m ) and (M ), and  so on. In  each o f such pairs, 
the two diagram s differ from  each o ther only in a  one- 
loop subdiagram , and  the  tw o one-loop subdiagram s just 
form  a pair th a t cancel against each o ther, i.e., being one 
o f the th ree pairs in (3.14), (3.15), and (3.16).
W e should em phasize th a t the cancellations m entioned 
above hold w ithou t regularization  am biguity , because all 
tw o-loop three-legged d iagram s are convergent. In  o ther 
words, the vanishing o f  the two-loop three-legged diagrams  
is independent o f  regularization.
Now  we consider the tw o-point functions, Figs. 
2(a)—2(k). F irst we note th a t Figs. 2(d) and 2(k) vanish 
identically, because each contains the one-loop ghost 
self-energy as a subdiagram , w hich is know n to vanish 
w ith dim ensional regularization  (see Sec. I l l  B). Since the 
rest o f the tw o-loop self-energy diagram s, Figs. 2(a) — 2(j), 
can be paired  in a way sim ilar to  the three-legged d ia­
gram s, it seems th a t the  above pairw ise cancellation 
would happen too. H ow ever, we m ust be very careful 
here since the two-legged diagram s 2(a)—2(j) are logarith ­
m ically divergent. In regu lariza tion  by dim ensional con­
tinua tion , the singularity  is expressed by a single pole of 
the gam m a function T [(3  — co)/2] w ith  co—* 3. On the 
o ther hand , depending on the rules, the  con tractions of 
L oren tz  indices m ight generate factors such as 3 — co 
when two diagram s are added. In  th is case, the cancella­
tion can be incom plete: although  the pole term s are 
sum m ed to zero, a finite te rm  m ay rem ain.
W ith dim ensional regularization , we shall use the con­
trac tion  rules (2.11) and (2.12) to  w rite dow n the F eyn­
m an in tegrations. U pon con tracting  w ith (4Tr/i<)eflvkp A, 
the diagram s 2( a ) - 2(c) are
2
2 (a) = 4 -eLr 14 r (<a-l ) ] 4 47T 
K
R ab~ ~ r l ] {(0) ,













w here the factors co — 2 and r(<y— 1 ) in 2(a) and 2(b) are 
from  the con tractions o f e tensors, and
ab —  ^ a b  —  j - a d e j - d c g j - g h e j - hcb
and
d°’k F ( k , p )
(277-r  k 2(k + p ) 2 ’
-  r d lq tp-nXPak rlq keTelp Tk 9q 1’
/ , ( « )  =  A 3“ “ /  
F ( k , p ) =  f
(2 it)3 q 2(q + k ) 2(q —p ) 2 
T he in teg ration  over q is convergent, giving





+ \ p \ ( k - p ) - \ p \ \ k \ \ k  + p  |] (4.8)
S ubstitu ting  F ( k , p )  in to  /,(&>), the in tegration  over k 




f ' d xJ n [ x ( l — x )p  ]2 i (fj — 3) / 2
(4.9)
On the o ther hand , adding together 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c), 
we have a factor
i -  2 r (a - 1 ) + -  [ r (a -  i > ]■4 (4.10)
w hich annih ila tes the con tribu tion  o f any finite parts  o f 
the  in te g ra l/ ]  (<u). T hen  using
i - 2 r ( a . - i ) + ^ y ^ - [ r ( w - i ) ] 4 3 — cor
2
=  —4(1 — 7 ) — 1 (4.11) 
as co—*3, w here y  = 0 .5 7 7 2  . . .  is the E uler constan t, we





F ig .2 (e )=  —
K 2
38477"
-(5 —4 y ) 477
K
R (4.12)
as the  con tribu tion  to  n^2’ o f the d iagram s 2(a), 2(b), and 
2(c).
T he gluon self-energy d iagram s 2(e) and  2(f) give
________________________________ I
F ig .2 (f) =  - ^ - A [ n « - l )]2
X
477
2 C 2(G) '
K 2
bab\ l 2(co) , (4.13) 
P
bab\ l 2(co) , (4.14) 
P
w here I 2(co) has a pole
/ 2( « ) = ( 6> - i ) [ r ( « - i ) ] 2A 3- “ /
d ak
ak l -  —  |fc|5T7) 
32 evSeP
( 2 tt )a
'■ — 3 2  (<u— 1 )[r(a> — 1 )]3A3_<
k 2k 2(k  + p ) 2 
2_/,2„2, r  d ak  ( k - p r  — k  p




( ( u - i ) 2[ r ( « - i ) ] 3r
3 — co
p 1 f  d x -------------




F igures 2(e) plus 2(f) give a fac to r 
- y ( 2 - ( 6j - i ) [ n < u - i ) ] 2s .
477
2
1 , 477n (2)=
(4.17) K 9 677 K
W ith
{2 - ( « - i ) [ r ( & ) - i ) ] 2j r 3 — co =  2 ( 5 —Ay)  (4.18)





T he ghost self-energy corrections are
2
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Fig. 2 ( i )=  —2
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It is rem arkable th a t w ithou t invoking any counterterm s, 
the singularities cancel am ong diagram s, leaving only 
finite contribu tions.
U nfortunately , defining th e  renorm alization  constants 
w ith  (2.16), (2.25), (2.20), and (2.27), we find th a t either 
the  Slavnov-Taylor iden tity  (2.29) o r the quantiza tion
condition  (2.34) is no t satisfied since but
Zg2) =  Z  g2)=  1. This m eans th a t dim ensional regu lariza­
tion  is no t gauge invarian t at tw o loops.
U sing the dim ensional reduction , let us consider the d i­
agram s 2(a)-2(k) again. W e now find com plete cancella­
tion  am ong these diagram s. F o r instance, in the F eyn­
m an in tegral expressions 2(a), 2(b), and  2(c), w hen the  co’s 
in the  coefficients o f / , ( « )  are taken  to  be th ree , as a re­
sult o f the  con tractions rules (2.13) and (2.14), the  sum ­
m ation  o f  these th ree  d iagram s gives zero. I t is easy to  
see th a t sim ilar cancellations occur betw een 2(e) and  2(f), 
2(g) and 2(h), and 2(i) and  2(j). C onsequently, the  dim en­
sional reduction  gives no renorm alization  to  the  C hern- 
Sim ons action  a t tw o loops.
F o r the F 2 regu larization  a t tw o loops, instead o f p e r­
form ing a difficult d irect ca lculation , we shall argue th a t 
any correc tion  to  the C hern-S im ons coefficient from  two 
(or higher) loops will b reak  the topological quantization  
condition  (2.34). A s we have found w ith  the  F 2 regu lari­
zation  th a t the  renorm alized C hern-Sim ons coefficient at 
one loop is
/fr = /f  +  y C 2(G)sgn(/c) , (4.26)
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assum e th a t there is a co rrec tion  from  the next order, 
will take the form
It
B (4.27)
w here B  is som e constan t. I f  the  quan tiza tion  condition 
is to  be satisfied, B  / k  m ust be an in teger for an arbitrary 
in teger k . The only possibility is B  = 0 .
V. RENORMALIZATION OF 
CHERN-SIMONS-MATTER FIELD THEORY
In th is section we study pertu rbative  renorm alization  
o f D  = 3  C hern-Sim ons gauge theory  coupled to  scalar 
and ferm ionic m atte r. W e shall show  th a t in the non- 
A belian case the coefficient o f the C hern-S im ons te rm  has 
infinite renorm alization  and  th a t bo th  the m a tte r and the 
non-A belian gauge fields acquire nonvanishing anom a­
lous dim ensions at the tw o-loop level. H ow ever, the 
tw o-loop 13 function  o f the  gauge coupling always van­
ishes, indicating  th a t scale and conform al invariance su r­
vive quan tiza tion  and infinite renorm alization .
The three-dim ensional Euclidean actions for the  cou­
pled theories are
S = S c s + S s f+ S bj  , (5.1)
S cs = - i  f  d ^ e ^ U A ^ A l  + ^ f ^ A ^ A U i  ,
(5.2)
gh ' f  d h l ^ ^ A ^  +  ^ c ^ d ^ + g o f ^ A y )
-Sb= f  d ^ ^ ^ i + g o T f j A l  




H ere, we have m odified the C hern-S im ons action  (1.1) by 
rescaling the  gauge field so th a t the  gauge coupling con­
stan t is g 0 =  V '2 i r / \ k \. G auge invariance requires th a t 
the m a tte r fields couple w ith  the same constan t. 
T a= — ( T a)  ^ a re  generators o f the represen tations o f  the 
Lie algebra o f G carried  by the scalar <j> o r by the two- 
com ponent sp inor ip [34]; the  tw o by tw o an ti-H erm itian  
y  m atrices are defined as 7 /J =  i(TM,/x =  1,2,3; and  a rela­
tivistic gauge dflA ° = 0  is chosen w ith  c and c the 
Faddeev-Popov ghosts. In  (5.4) and (5.5), we have ig­
nored the m ass term s for the ferm ion and boson so th a t 
th is m odel is invarian t under scale and  three-dim ensional 
conform al transform ations.
W e shall fu rther choose the  L andau  gauge, w ith  a —-0, 
w here the gauge in teractions are free o f in frared  d iver­
______________________________________________ _________1
FIG. 3. One-loop diagrams arising from coupling to matter 
(wavy line— gluon, dashed line— ghost, solid line— bosonic or 
fermionic matter): (a),(b) gluon self-energy, (c),(d) three gluon 
vertex, (e),(f) matter self-energy, (g)-(j) matter-gluon vertex. 
Note that the diagrams (b),(d),(f),(h),(j) occur only for bosonic 
matter.
gence [7,9]. T he F eynm an rules w ith th is gauge fixing are 
sum m arized in Fig. 3.
By pow er counting, it is easy to  see th a t w ith in ternal 
loops, the ghost and the scalar field self-energies are qua- 
d ratically  divergent, the g luon and the ferm ion field self­
energies and the ipAtp and  c A c  vertices linearly diver­
gent, while the  <p* A <j> A  and  the ip* A ip vertices logarith ­
m ically divergent.
It is well know n th a t the finite parts  o f loop corrections 
in general m ay depend on regu lariza tion  schem es bu t the 
infinite parts  do not. T he infinite renorm alization  and the 
consequent results th a t we shall consider in th is paper 
will be independent o f the  regularization  used.
W e in troduce renorm alization  constan ts
S  =
z  e , r l f abc A a A bA  c +  Z  9 f  -0^  - -  Z g g f ° bCd ^ C  ° A b C c ~ -
i
(5.6)
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w here all fields a re  now  renorm alized  fields. The 
S lavnov-Taylor iden tities read
z ; = ( z ; ) 2/ z , , 
z a / z g = z gh/ z g = z ^ / z ;
(5.7)
(5.8)
w hich m ust be respected  in any gauge-invariant regulari­
zation  scheme.
In  the  following we shall com pute the divergent parts  
o f the  renorm aliza tion  constan ts arising from  the one- 
and tw o-loop diagram s involving ex ternal o r in ternal 
m a tte r lines. F o r the sake o f sim plicity, we shall w ork 
exclusively with regularization by dimensional  reduction.  
To confirm  the  gauge invariance o f th is  regularization  up 
to  tw o-loop o rder, we calcu late  all relevant renorm aliza­
tion  constan ts and  verify th a t the  Taylor-Slavnov iden ti­
ties (5.8) are obeyed.
F o r relevant group  factors we shall use the  definitions
tr( T aT  ) =  8abC , J acaf bcd= 5abC 2, T aT a= I C (5.9)
N ote  th a t the  constan t C 2 is w hat we called C 2(G)  be­
fore, and  only C i and C 3 depend on the represen tation  R  
o f the  m a tte r fields. A ll the  group  factors involved in 
tw o-loop calculations can be expressed in term s o f  these 
constan ts by the form ulas
tr( T aT cT cT b) =  C l C i &sab
tr( T aT cT bT c) = C ,C , +  ~ C i C-, tab
(5.10)
(5.11)
tr( j ' aT i T c) f bci=  ~  y C ,  C 2bab , 




W ith  regularization  by d im ensional reduction , it is not 
h a rd  to  check explicitly th a t a t one loop the re  is no con­
tribu tion  a t all to  any renorm aliza tion  constan t from  the 
m atter-gauge-field couplings.
F irs t it is obvious th a t there is no one-m atter-loop d ia­
gram  for e ither the  ghost self-energy o r the ghost-ghost- 
gluon vertex.
F o r the  one-m atter-loop  co rrec tion  to  the gluon self­
energy, show n in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), one has
( ~ i g ) 2babC xK ^ a j
d<ok  ( 2 k + p ) ( 2 k + p ) v
(2n)a k  ( k + p ) 2
(5.14)
It is the sam e in bo th  scalar and  ferm ion cases, since the 
boson-loop diagram  in Fig. 3(b) vanishes identically. The 
in tegral involved
/ . =  A3' 7
d ak kf,kv
(2i r r  k  ( k  + p ) 2
(5.15)
w ith co =  3 seems to  be linearly  d ivergent by pow er co u n t­
ing. H ow ever, in d im ensional regularization  th is  in tegral 
is actually  finite: In troducing  F eynm an p aram eter x  in I x 
and  in teg rating  over k  we have
PftPv r 2 — co / ( 4 t r )“ /2
2 /
A3_<u f [d x [ x ( l - x ) p 2]
J  n
(<«)-2 ) / 2 (5.16)
T his expression is finite w ith  co =  3, since 
T( — 1 /2 ) =  —2771/2. So finally we have the one-m atter- 
loop co rrec tion  to  the g luon self-energy
n|i1vV ) = ^ - s a6c 1 iPi (5.17)
F o r the  one-m atter-loop  corrections [see Figs. 3(c) and 
3(d)] to  the th ree  gluon vertex, the  d iagram  involving the 
<p<pAA vertex vanishes identically , and  the  o ther one 
(with either scalar o r ferm ion loop) is finite, bu t does not 
con tain  an e^-, factor.
As for the one-loop co rrec tion  to  the  m a tte r self­
energy, as show n in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f), the scalar and fer­
m ion case are  different. F o r the scalar self-energy, each 
d iagram  is separately  zero, while the  ferm ionic self­
energy is finite:
- i Z n) ( p ) = - i E- P ■ (5.18)
Sim ilarly, the  one-loop co rrec tions to  the  m atter-g luon  
vertex, Figs. 3(g) and 3(i), are finite, while in the scalar 
case the d iagram s, Figs. 3(h) and  3(j), involving the 
(fxpAA vertex  vanish w ith  regu larization  by dim ensional
reduction .
In  sum m ary, a t one-loop o rder all renorm alization  con­
stan ts  Zj  can be chosen to  be unity , Z , =  1, a t one-loop 
o rder [35], This is in agreem ent w ith Ref. [7]. In  p a rtic ­
u lar, w ith o u r d im ensional regularization  there is no shift 
in th e  C hern-Sim ons coefficient a t all and  the m ass 
squared coun terterm  for the  scalar field 8m 2 =  0, while 
the form er is finite and the la tte r  is linearly  divergent in, 
e.g., F 2 regularization .
B. Divergent parts at two loops with scalar matter
In  three-dim ensional gauge theory , th e  tw o-loop order 
is the  lowest o rder in p ertu rba tion  theory  at w hich loga­
rithm ic divergences m ay occur. A t th is o rder the F eyn­
m an graphs can be classified in to  th ree  se ts— those w hich 
vanish identically  before perform ing any in tegrations, 
those w hich vanish o r at least give finite results afte r p e r­
form ing one o r m ore o f the  in tegrations (in all cases th is 
happens solely because o f  Euclidean ro ta tion  invariance 
o f the integral) and those w hich have divergent parts. 
W e confine ourselves to  divergent  g raphs from  now  on. 
To isolate them , certa in  results a t one-loop o rder, such as 
Eqs. (3.14), (3.15), and  (3.16), are very useful. These re­
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suits tell us th a t som e one-loop diagram s, e ither som e one 
alone o r tw o o f them  com bined together, give identically 
vanishing con tribu tions before or after perform ing the 
m om entum  in tegration . W hen these diagram s occur as 
subdiagram  in tw o-loop diagram s, we can first perform  
the associated one-loop subin tegration  and then  show ei­
th e r the tw o-loop d iagram  itself o r some app rop ria te  
com bination  w ith an o th er tw o-loop d iagram  will give 
vanishing con tribu tion . T he la tte r  is sim ilar to  the  can­
cellation between certa in  pairs o f  diagram s th a t we have 
show n in the pu re  C hern-S im ons case (see Sec. IV). In 
th is way one can elim inate m any diagram s. F o r th e  rest, 
we have to  carefully survey all possible d iagram s and do 
pow er counting  one by one. F inally , we have been able to  
isolate all d ivergent tw o-loop diagram s, as those p resen t­
ed in Figs. 4(a)-4(e).
F irst we note th a t the re  is only one divergent tw o-loop 
d iagram  for th e  ghost self-energy, Fig. 4(b). By using
(5.18) for the one-loop gluon self-energy insertion, we can 
easily ob ta in  the divergent p a r t o f th is d iagram  and, w ith 
m inim al sub trac tion , the  ghost wave function  reno rm al­
ization constan t
Zgh = l- 4877"
C ,C 2 1 (5.19)
F o r the gluon wave function  renorm alization  Z A, there 
are four divergent tw o-loop d iagram s involving a m a tte r 
loop [see Figs. 4 (a)-l-4(a)-4], T o ex trac t Z A one needs to  
first co n trac t each of them  w ith  €^vXp k . A ccording to  our 
rules for regularization  by d im ensional reduction , the 
con traction  should  be done in physical dim ensions D  = 3 . 
T hen  we dim ensionally con tinue the integrals over loop 
m om enta w ith scalar in tegrands. I f  one o f the  in teg ra­
tions actually  leads to  a finite result, it can be done in 
physical dim ensions. F or Fig. 4(a)-1, we have
48 ab c,c3 -c,c, -AJ








FIG. 4. Divergent two-loop diagrams involving bosonic matter for (a) Z A, (b) Z gh, (c) Z g, (d) Z t , (e) Z e (wavy line gluon, dashed 
line— ghost, solid line— scalar matter).
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A fter perform ing th e  in teg ration  over q, w hich leads to  a 
finite result in D  = 3 ,  we are left w ith  the in tegral
=  * 3 - .p i  (&>) = A f
d k c
renorm aliza tion  constan ts as 
J?4 1Z„ = 1 + -*-tCiC, *
(2ttT  k 2\k +p\ (5.21)
16tt 3—co
By in troducing  a F eynm an param ete r x , th is in teg ral can 
be calculated  to  give
Z A= 1 + -
1 277.2 3
5 13t - c 3 +  -^ -c 2 + c ,  





f dx V xJ n _ + ln  + l n [ x ( l  x)]
Z„ =  H  r
. g 1277 c 3
5 13
^ C i + j f - c 2+ c x 
2 3 8 2 1
co — 3 p 1
(5.22)
T he te rm  contain ing  the  pole l/(&> — 3) is the  desired 
d ivergent part.
Sim ilarly, Fig. 4(a)-2 leads to
8 8
ab c , c l + ^ c xc 2 r dt°k F(k,P)
p 2 J  (277)“  k 2(k +p)2
(5.23)
w here the  function  F ( k , p )  is defined by Eq. (4.7) and is 
evaluated  in Eq. (4.8). S ubstitu ting  Eq. (4.8) in to  (5.23), 
we find th a t only the second and th ird  term s con tribu te  
to  the  d ivergent p a rt w ith  equal con tribu tions, resulting 
in the  in tegral
I
d ak 2k-p _  2
(277)“ k 2\k +p\ p 2I(a>) , (5.24)
w ith  I  (co) given by Eqs. (5.21) and  (5.22).
F u rth e rm o re , it is easy to  see th a t Fig. 4(a)-3 leads to
-4dabC1C2ST A  
P
3- d ak F(k,p)(277)" k 2(k+ p)2 (5.25)
w hich exactly cancels th e  CXC2 te rm  in Eq. (5.23).
F inally , Fig. 4(a)-4 leads to , afte r inserting  the one-loop 
resu lt (5.17) for th e  gluon self-energy,
- & abC \ C 2- } - ^ r A 3-10/  . (5.26)
(277)“ k 3( k + p ) z
T he in tegral can be calcu lated  using the  Feynm an p aram ­
eter m ethod  w hich leads to  a resu lt p ropo rtional to  the 
in te g ra l/ ( cl) ) given in Eqs. (5.21) and (5.22):
bahClC2~ I ( c o ) . (5.27)
C ollecting all results toge ther, we obta in  the d ivergent 
p a rt o f  Z A :
s  1Z a = 1 + ~K~ t C 1C2^ J~  A 2477 1 3 —co (5.28)
N ote  th a t the C {C3 term s are canceled. This result is 
consistent w ith  the vanishing tw o-loop corrections to  the 
divergent p a rt o f Z A in the  A belian theo ry  [23], w here 
one has C , = 0 .
W ithou t p resenting  m ore details, we list th e  d ivergent 
p a r t o f tw o-loop correc tions to  th e  three-gluon vertex, to 
the  self-energy o f the  scalar particle , and  to  the  scalar- 
scalar-g luon vertex d iagram  by d iagram , respectively, in 




F u rth e rm o re  we have verified th a t Z g is finite, in agree­
m ent w ith  a general theorem  [33] th a t the ghost-ghost- 
gluon vertex is always finite and  one can choose
Z =1 (5.32)
W e have calcu lated  these divergent p a rts  o f  the  renorm al­
ization  constan ts  independently  w ithou t using any 
Slavnov-Taylor identity . B ut it is easy to  see th a t they do 
respect the Slavnov-Taylor identities (5.8). This is a h igh­
ly nontriv ia l check th a t verifies th a t ou r results obtained 
w ith  regularization  by dim ensional reduction  are com pa­
tible w ith gauge invariance.
Thus, the  bare and renorm alized  fields are related  by 
logarithm ically  divergent renorm alization . E quations 
(5.28) and (5.30) give the  corresponding  anom alous d i­
mensions:
Y a^ = ~ g
1 2 7 7 '
2 C,C2 ,




(These quantities, though  gauge dependent, will appear in 
the  anom alous scale S lavnov-Taylor identities and in the 
calculation  o f anom alous dim ensions for gauge-invariant 
com posite operators.) By using Eqs. (5.28) and  (5.29), we 
find th a t a cancellation leads to  a vanishing (5 function  for 
the renorm alized coupling constan t g  = g 0Z A/2/ Z  \
P J g ) = 0 . (5.35)
W e conjecture th is is tru e  to  all o rders in pertu rba tion  
theory . This indicates th a t the physical gauge coupling 
constan t does no t run  at all, though  the theory  needs 
infinite renorm alization . A n argum ent sim ilar to  th a t in 
D  = 4  in Ref. [36] shows th a t (5.35) also im plies the  con­
form al invariance for the C hern-S im ons theory  coupled 
to  massless charged  m atter.
In  passing we note a sim ple criterion  for checking 
w hether o r not the (3 function  vanishes: Since Z , are 
finite in pure C hern-S im ons theory , the  Slavnov-Taylor 
identities (5.7) and (5.8) im ply no infinite renorm alization  
for g 0 if  and only if the d ivergent con tribu tions from  
m a tte r loops satisfy
8 Z a = 2 8 Z gh o r 8Z g =  — 38Z gh • (5.36)
Since at tw o loops only one divergent d iagram  co n trib ­
utes to  5 Z gh, to  verify w hether the  [3 function vanishes
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one needs to  calculate only one m ore renorm alization  
constan t, e ither Z  A o r Z g .
C. Divergent parts at two loops with fermions
Sim ilar results are ob ta ined  for the  C hern-Sim ons 
theory  coupled to  massless  ferm ion: W e find exactly the 
sam e form ulas as Eqs. (5.19), (5.28), (5.29), and (5.31) for 
the divergent p a rts  o f renorm aliza tion  constan ts in the 
ferm ion case. F o r Z gh and Z g, th is  is not too surprising , 
since the one-loop co rrec tion  to  the  gluon self-energy th a t 
they involve is the sam e for the  scalar o r ferm ion loop. 
But for Z  A o r Z g th is needs som e m iraculous cancella­
tions.
To see this, we note th a t the re  are four tw o-loop d ia­
gram s for gluon self-energy w hich involve a ferm ion loop 
and con tribu te  divergent p a rts  to  Z A. See Figs. 5(a)- 
1 — 5(a)-4. C om paring them  w ith  the  scalar coun terparts , 
Figs. 4(a)-1 -4 (a)-4 , one can  see th a t only the last d iagram  
in each case gives the sam e contribu tion ; the o th e r th ree 
separately  will not. By con tracting  them  w ith 
vlp } / 2 p 2, we ex trac t the ir con tribu tions to the an ­
tisym m etric p a r t o f the g luon p ropagato r. T hen  by ca l­
culating  the  trace  o f D irac  m atrices and first perform ing 
the in tegration  over the loop m om entum  q labeled in 
each d iagram , we find follow ing divergent con tribu tions 
respectively for Figs. 5(a)-1 —5(a)-3:
— 8"*C| C 3 -a—r  A "5_g_ 
2p 2 f
d mk  k - p + p 2 
(277- r  \ k \ ( k + p ) 2
(5.37)
a
FIG . 5. D ivergent two-loop diagrams involving fermionic 
m atter for (a) Z A, (b) Z v, (wavy line— gluon, dashed line— 
ghost, solid line— fermionic matter). The diagram for Z gh 
looks the same as Fig. 4(b).
C ,C 3 +  y C 1C 2
8P2
A f
d ak  k  -p + 2 p 2 
(27j - r  \k \ ( k + p )2
- 5 ab,c,c2^ S-. 
8p 2 f
d ak 2 k - p + p :
( 277-)“  |Ac + p \ k 2
(5.38)
(5.39)
These integrals can be easily evaluated  by in troducing  a 
F eynm an param eter. In  th e  A ppendix, we list the results 
d iagram  by d iagram  for Z A as well as for Z ^.
F rom  the A ppendix one can see th a t the divergent 
p a rts  o f the  renorm alization  constan ts  Z A, Z gh, and Z g 
in the case o f coupling to  ferm ions are the sam e as those 
[see Eqs. (5.28), (5.19), and (5.32)] for the coupling to  sca­
lars, if  they belong to  the  sam e rep resen tation  R  o f the 
gauge group G. By using the first Slavnov-Taylor iden ti­
ty in Eq. (5.8) we infer th a t Z g for the  ferm ion case 
should  be also equal to  th a t for the scalar case. T he fer­
m ion wave function renorm aliza tion  constan t Z ib
c, c, + -c , c, 3 — co (5.40)
T herefore, the /3 function  for the  gauge coupling constan t 
g  is identically  zero, as in the scalar case. W e did not 
take up the job  o f com puting  Z g, bu t exploiting the 
second Slavnov-Taylor iden tity  in Eq. (2.29) we can easily 
ob ta in  it from  Eq. (5.40).
D. Implications for Abelian Chern-Simons theory
O ur results are applicable to  A belian Chern-Sim ons 
theory . F o r the A belian theory , we take f abc= 0 and 
T a~  —i, then  by m inim al sub trac tion
Z A = \ ,
z,=z: = i + ^ i
247T2 3-






W hile (5.41) is know n before, Eqs. (5.42) and (5.43) are 
new results.
Since u ltraviolet divergence of a gauge theory  is in ­
dependent o f w hether the coupled  m a tte r is massless or 
m assive, o u r results are valid also for massive m atte r, as­
sum ing there is no bare F 2 term . In  fact, in a massive 
theory  ou r results for Z , are the sam e as if one uses 
W einberg’s zero-m ass renorm alization  schem e [37], 
H ow ever, note th a t while massless m a tte r does not in ­
duce a finite M axwell or Y ang-M ills te rm , m assive m atte r 
does. I f  an F 2 term  is incorporated  in the action , the 
theory  becom es superrenorm alizab le and  ou r results can 
be used to  derive the leading-logarithm ic term s in the 
large gauge-boson-m ass lim it, since the  F 2 te rm  m ay be 
viewed as a regu la to r for the theory  w ithout it.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
O ur tw o-loop results have interesting and significant 
im plications. F irst, Eq. (5.28) show th a t the  non-A belian
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gauge fields acqu ire an infinite renorm aliza tion  from  cou­
pling to  e ither m assless o r m assive m atte r. This is in  con­
tra s t w ith  the  A belian case, w here the  coefficient o f the 
C hern-S im ons te rm  acquires at m ost finite renorm aliza­
tion.
T he bare non-A belian  coupling satisfies a topological 
q uan tiza tion  condition  477-/g o  =  integer, because of the 
invariance o f (1.1) under large gauge transform ations. It 
is widely believed b u t no t a priori  clear to  us [38] th a t the 
sam e topological quan tiza tion  condition  should  be 
respected  perturbatively  by the  renorm alized  (or m ore 
precisely, physical) coupling constan t g. T hough  our 
vanishing f i  function  is consistent w ith a topological 
quan tiza tion  condition  fo r g, the la tte r  also requires non ­
renorm aliza tion  o f  g  beyond one loop including the  finite 
p a rt, w hich is to  be verified yet in C hern-S im ons theory  
coupled  to  m a tte r [39]. I t is rem arkable th a t in  all cases 
we have exam ined, A belian and non-A belian, coupled to  
massless o r m assive m atte r, w hich can be e ither scalar or 
ferm ion, th e  /3 function  for the  C hern-Sim ons gauge cou­
pling always vanishes, and the  “ sta tistics p aram ete r” 
g o / 477- is independent o f the  renorm aliza tion  scale. Thus 
far the re  seems to  be no unified understanding  o f  th is re ­
m arkable result: T he no-renorm alization  theorem s do 
no t apply  to  the  non-A belian cases, while the topological 
quan tiza tion  does n o t apply to  A belian cases. W e specu­
la te  th a t the  survival o f scale and conform al Slavnov- 
T ay lo r identities is som ehow  rela ted  to  the  fact th a t the 
k inetic C hern-S im ons action  is a topological action. I t is 
know n th a t classical A belian C hern-S im ons gauge fields 
coupled to  quan tum  m echanical m assive po in t particles 
are nonpropagating  in  the sense th a t, a t a fixed tim e, they 
can be elim inated  in term s o f charged  curren ts. W hile 
the  appearance o f anom alous dim ensions o f field opera­
to rs  in  the A belian theory  w ould seem to im ply th a t at 
the  q uan tum  level the  C hern-S im ons fields cease to  be en­
tirely  nondynam ical w hen coupled to  m a tte r fields, the 
fact th a t the  gauge coupling does no t run  indicates th a t 
th e  essential nondynam ical role o f  transm uting  the  sta tis­
tics o f  particles survives and  is scale independent. This 
la tte r  p roperty  m ay render these theories a t least partially  
solvable [19].
Note added in proof.  Very recen tly  we becam e aw are of 
the  following w orks, in w hich a form al p ro o f is given to  
all o rders for pertu rbative  finiteness o f pu re  C hern- 
Sim ons theory: A. Blasi and R . Collina, N ucl. Phys. 
B345, 472 (1990); F. D elduc, C. Lucchesi, O. P iguet, and 
S.P. Sorella, ibid. B346, 313 (1990). W e thank  D r. C. 
Lucchesi for b ringing them  to o u r atten tion .
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APPENDIX: DIVERGENT 
TW O-LOOP CONTRIBUTIONS
In  th is appendix  we list ou r results, d iagram  by d ia­
gram , for the  d ivergent p a rt o f tw o-loop corrections, a ris­
ing from  the  m a tte r coupling, to  the  gluon self-energy, 
the three-gluon vertex, th e  m a tte r self-energy, and  the 
m atter-g luon  vertex. F irs t consider the bosonic case. 
T he tw o-loop divergent parts  for Z A from  the four d ia­
gram s in Fig. 4(a) are, respectively,
Fig. 4 (a)-l
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Fig. 4(a)-3 =  - ^ r C , C  1
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Sum m ing these con tribu tions one obtains Eq. (5.28). The 
four d iagram s in Fig. 4(c) give rise to  the  following diver­
gent parts  to  Z g :
, 4
Fig. 4 (c)-l =  — - ~  
477"
c2c3 + j c , c 2 1
3 — co
Fig. 4(c)-2





2 3 — co ’
c2c3 + jc ,c 2
3 — co ’






Therefore we are led to  Eq. (5.29).
F rom  the  four tw o-loop scalar p ropaga to r diagram s in 
Fig. 4(d) we obta in  th e  following divergent p a rts  for Z # :
t4
Fig. 4 (d )-l =  - ^ - r  
677-
c23 + j c 2c3 1
3 —co
Fig. 4(d)-2 =  - f ^ C 1C 3— *—  ,
1277" 3 —  CO
Fig. 4(d  )-3 =  — —
247T2
Fig. 4(d)-4 = ^ - t C ,C
Cj + ± c 2c 3 
1
3 ~co
2477".2 2 3 3 — co
(A9) 
(A 10) 
(A ll)  
(A 12)
These con tribu tions are  sum m ed up to  give Eq. (5.30). 
Finally  the eight diagram s in Fig. 4(e) give the divergent 
con tribu tions to  Z '  as follows:




c 2 +  | c 2c 3 +  | c 2
C] C 3 +  ^ C] c 2
3 — co ’
Fig. 4 ( e ) - 3 = ----- ^
2477-
t 5 3 ,c +TC2 C3 + -;- c \3 4 2 3  g 2
(A14)
1
3 - c o  ’ 
(A15)
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Fig. 4(e)-4 =  - g- T
12-77-
i 7 5 tC\ + JrC2Ci + ^-C23 4  2 3 8  2 3~co
(A 16)
Fig. 4 ( e ) - 5 = - - iLT  
1277
C2C3 + irCj 1
Fig. 4(e)-6 =
48 7T
c 2c 3 + j c 2
3 —co





c2c3 + | c 2
3 — co
19277.2 ' - 2 3 — co
3 - c o  ’ 




These corrections give rise to  Eq. (5.31). W e notice th a t 
the tw o S lavnov-Taylor identities in Eq. (2.29) are 
respected by the above results.
F o r the ferm ionic case, the four tw o-loop diagram s 
th a t give nonvanishing divergent con tribu tions to  Z  A are 
shown in Fig. 5(a), w ith
„ 4




12772 1 3 3 ~co
12-rr




Fig. 5 U ) - 3 = - ^ 1 C ]C 2 T L -  , 
4877- 3 — co
CT4 1
Fig. 5 ( a ) - 4 = -----^-~z~Ci C 2 -^  ^ 2 1 Z4 8 7 7 3 co
(A23)
(A24)
T heir sum  gives the sam e divergent con tribu tion  (5.28) to 
Z  A as the bosonic case. F o r Z ^ , th e  four d iagram s in 
Fig. 5(b) lead to  the divergent parts
Fig. 5 (b )-l = 
Fig. 5(b)-2 = 





c2 + j c 2c3 __1_
3 - c
24n2 3 3 — ft) ’
C ,C
48772 1 3 3 —co ’







Sum m ing them  up we ob ta in  th e  resu lt (5.40) for Z ^ .  In 
the ferm ionic case we did no t tak e  up the job  o f ca lcu la t­
ing Z g and  Z 'g ; ra th e r  we use the  S lavnov-Taylor iden ti­
ties to  determ ine them . I t  tu rn s  o u t th a t the  two-loop 
divergent p a rt o f Z  arising from  diagram s involving fer­
m ionic m a tte r is the sam e as the scalar case (5.29), if  the 
ferm ions and scalars belong to  the sam e rep resen tation  of 
the gauge group.
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